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Abstract

How margins of private banks is affected by conduct of public banks is a relevant question for
both competition policy and for the development of the credit market on emerging economies.
We use a exogenous change on conduct of public banks between 2008 and 2015 when a pro state
government implemented a broad counter cyclical policy on Brazil in major credit lines funding
by the National Development Bank. Given this, we identify the best reply function of non private
banks in a mixed oligopolistic market structure where private and public firms differs on their
objective function. In a dynamic panel data, our results point for a significant but low reaction of
private financial institutions. On the the long run, private bank’s margin reduces in 0.03 p.p for 1
p.p lower final interest rate set by state owned institutions. In this sense, the reduction in margins
observed between 2008-2014 is more associated with a lower subsidized funding cost.
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1 Introduction
Although concentration and high final interest rates are not sufficient condition for low rivalry

between financial institutions, they both attract public attention and motivate reforms enhancing
competition on banking industry. Brazil has a concentrated market structure: four banks – two private
and two state owned – hold more than 75% of credit operations on the country1. Besides, banking
profitability is high compared with other emerging markets and it is inelastic to economic cycle2.
Finally, there is a public view these final interest rates set by the banks do not seem to react to lower
base interest rate set by the Central Bank and the presence of two state owned institutions does not
mean different credit supply conditions under what would be with private banks. Given this scenario,
the role of state owned banks on credit market is at center of competition policy debate on Brazil.

In a stagnation since 2015, the country has one of the lowest investment rate on emerging
markets3. Thus, policies designed to get a more a competitive credit market is a focal point on
supply side reforms that has been proposed on last years (Agenda BC+). As we know, a poorly
developed capital market restricts economic development (RAJAN; ZINGALES, 1998). In addition,
market failures on banking affect social optimal credit supply and places social burden for firms
and consumers (BECK; DEMIRGUÇ-KUNT, 2006; VALVERDE-CARBO S.; UDELL, 2006; ARISS,
2010; AGORAKI M.E.; PASIOURAS, 2011). In this sense, a pro view for public banks points out for
potential attenuation on credit supply restrictions through direct or indirect funding (GREENWALD;
STIGLITZ, 1993; STIGLITZ, 1994; HERMANN, 2011). If this is in fact occurs is a open question with
mixed results on literature. For one side, state owned banks are associated with poor performance when
compared with private ones. This line emphasizes factors as corruptions and elite capture in under
development countries with weak institutions and high political instability (HAWKINS; MIHALJEK,
2001; PORTA R.; SHEIFER, 2002; SAPIENZA, 2004; HAOYU G.; YANG, 2019). However, there
is evidence supporting a active role for public banks at least as a counter-cyclical instrument in
financial crisis (MICCO; PANIZZA, 2006; BREI; SCHCLAREK, 2013; CULL R.; VERRIER, 2017;
COLEMAN; FELER, 2015; BEHR P.; NORDEN, 2015).

In addition, state owned bank’s influence on banking competition is also a broad topic on
industrial economics. This came from the idea that regulation policy could use public firms to induce
changes in market outcome in a specific industry. Given that public unit has a different maximiza-
tion function than private ones, in a oligopolistic market structure, government could act as enhancer
for competition and expand consumer surplus restricting market power. For this market structure,
strategic interaction between public banks and private ones has been modeled as a mixed oligopoly
(BEATO; MAS-COLELL, 1984; CREMER H., 2013; FRAJA G.AND DELBONO, 1989; BARROS;
MODESTO, 1999; BREI; SCHCLAREK, 2013; OGURA, 2018). In this line, given a best reply func-
tions of private institution, state owned banks could change quantity and prices on credit market
equilibrium with a different objective function .

In applied literature, for Switzerland, Bichsel (2006) found no evidences that interest rates set
by private banks is influenced by state owned rates. For Brazil, Coelho Christiano A. e Rezende (2013)
studied isolated local markets and did not find evidence that entry of state owned banks influences
rivals conduct. Finally, Sanches Fabio e Srisuma (2018) showed negative effects on the numbers of
bank branches on isolated markets, considering scenarios of privatization or closure of a public bank.

In general, credible evidences for the impact of public banks on final interest rate set by private
institutions is limited given the difficulty to find exogenous variation on market structure on banking.
In this article, we used a exogenous market share variation created by the biggest state owned bank
(Banco do Brasil) on a significant credit line (BNDES Automático) for small and medium firms. The
role played by BB on Brazilian economy highlights the nature of public banks in the literature. This
institution was used as a counter cyclical instrument after the 2008 crisis through broad credit lines
for firms and consumers. BB was the main player on the credit lines made available by the National
1 <https://www.bcb.gov.br/pec/depep/spread/reb2018/REB_2017_ed_12_jun_18.pdf>
2 <https://www.economist.com/the-americas/2018/08/02/brazils-banks-profitable-whatever-the-economic-weather>
3 <https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ne.gdi.totl.zs>
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Development Bank (BNDES) until 2014. However, in line with austerity policy – that began on this
year and was amplified later - and conservative fiscal conduct by the government after 2015, BB
reduced his activities as a BNDES’s player and in some lines – BNDES Automático - the market
share fell to almost zero.

This brings the question if the exogenous change on BB conduct after 2008 and before 2015
affected the final interest rate set by private institutions on the market equilibrium or if it was perceived
by rivals as just a policy oriented to expand loan operations of his own with no effect on their conduct.

In this scenario, I estimate the impact of public banks on interest rates set by private banks
using this change on conduct in a model of mixed oligopolistic competition. Considering a dynamic
panel data, results point for a significant but low influence of public banks on private rivals conduct.
Also, we found evidences that state-owned tend to lend with longer average maturity. This results are
presented in details on section 6. Before, we give a general view of the institutional design on Brazilian
credit market supported by BNDES, the emergence of a public policy oriented to use state owned bank
in a broad way between 2008 and 2014 and its end with the new fiscal conservative government. Then,
we present a simple model of strategic interaction between public and private banks to rationalize the
events that occurred on the market. Finally, based on our identify assumption of a exogenous change
on state owned banks conduct, we estimate the best reply function of non private banks and present
our results. We end with some conclusions and some cautionary recommendations to competition
policy on banking.

2 Institutional Setting
Brazil has many state owned financial institutions. Banco do Brasil (BB), for example, is a

bank whose 54% of the shares are property of the Federal Government. It’s the largest bank in the
country in terms of branches and total assets. Credit for industry is one of the main activities of this
institution. Caixa Econômica Federal (CEF), other federal bank, is a leader on saving market and for
real estate credit operations. BB and CEF are the two main public banks on the country with a wide
rage of activities (commercial, investments, savings).

In additional, given a poorly developed capital market, each state has specific agencies for
development (Agencias de Fomento). They act mainly as intermediaries to receive funding from the
National Development Bank (BNDES) in specific investment projects related to infra-structure, public
transportation and innovation. Some regions have significant (in terms of market share in some credit
lines) financial institutions controlled by local governments. This is the case of Regional Development
Bank of Extreme South (BRDE) and Northeast Bank (BNB).

Finally, also controlled by the federal government, BNDES was one of the largest development
banks in the world, with assets reaching nearly 400 million USD in the early 2010 (BNDES Annual
Reports), even bigger than the WorldBank at that time. It accounted for 20% of total investment
funding in the Brazilian economy and more than 50% of machine and equipment sector outlays.4

BNDES funding comes from a labor tax severance payment fund, complemented, eventually
by Brazilian Treasury funding (see the BNDES website). It provides support for investment project
through three main different channels: acquiring equity positions in large and publicly traded firms,
through BNDESPar; financing large investment projects, of at least USD10million, in the so called
direct operations (handled by the bank staff and directors themselves); and providing funding for fi-
nancial institutions (banks) to provide loans for the acquisition of machinery and equipment (including
trucks and buses). These latter loans are about half of all non-equity credit in the early 2010.

Capital goods must meet local content requirements and are priced and offered independently
by financial intermediaries. Banks pay a fixed funding rate to BNDES. These rates vary by the type
of good financed and the loan taker size and sector, but not by bank. Banks are free to set their own
loan rates but bear the risk of default. At the same time, the funding is not offered to banks to prepare
loans. The banks act only as financial intermediaries for the BNDES credit products. The funding
4 The information in this section is available at the BNDES website, Ribeiro (2017) and Ribeiro e Negri (2009).
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for the credit is provided in a stand-by basis and it appears in the bank balance sheet only after the
loan contract is signed. All bank loans using BNDES funding must follow BNDES guidelines. To a
large extent the funding from BNDES is not fungible with other funding lines and cannot be used to
leverage loans in the own bank credit products.

Until 2018, the rate for BNDES credit operations were subsidized with respect to market
funding rates. As we can see in Figure 2, there is a significant difference between the interest rate
from BNDES (TJLP as we will see) and the economy base rate that benchmarks inter-bank loans and
public debt interest (copom). This difference (under an average inflation rate of 6%) does not suggest
that the own bank credit lines and BNDES funded credit lines operated by intermediaries are actually
in the same relevant market or would be considered substitutes. In addition, rationing into BNDES
loans comes from the alleged stricter paperwork and types of goods financed (shortlisted by BNDES
due to its minimum local content).

Surprisingly, given its below market interest rates, default rates on BNDES funded banks loans
are very low, about a third of the national credit default rate.5 This suggests that firms that use such
credit are not riskier than regular credit takers.

The BNDES funding cost to capital goods loans through financial intermediaries, TJLP, was
set by the government in a committee led by the Finance Ministry and the Development Ministry
until the end of 2017.6 Its goals were to provide low and stable interest rates for domestic capital
goods sector development.

All this state owned institutions were used as a counter cyclical instrument after 2008 crisis.
This was public announced and the government acted directly to expand credit operations and prevent
a bigger downturn on credit markets as private institutions was turning more precautionary after the
massive insolvency crisis in developed markets. BNDES was a main player in this respect with broad
subsidized credit lines. BB and CEF also were used in this respect using BNDES funding or others
federal government financial support [For a detailed overview of this period see Barbosa (2011), IPEA
(2011, 2011)]. In summary, this broad credit expansion was made possible through huge funding from
Treasury and it was maintained until 2015. In a political turnover, this policy came officially to a end
in 2017 in line with a more fiscal conservative government. Since 2018, except for a transition period,
there is no difference between funding cost from BNDES and the base rate, ie, there is no subsidized
rate; besides, state owned institutions began to pay the loans took from the Treasury since 2008.

Here, we just summarize in a superficial way complex political economy turnovers that hap-
pened in Brazil since 2014. But our objective is just to highlight a strong change of public banks
conduct after the 2008-2014 period.

3 Model
We model strategic interaction between public banks and private ones in a simple version of

a mixed oligopoly (FRAJA G.AND DELBONO, 1989; BARROS; MODESTO, 1999; BREI; SCH-
CLAREK, 2013; OGURA, 2018). We have a market with public institutions (np) and private ones
(p) competing in prices (𝑟) on a major credit line of BNDES. Private institution seeks to maximize a
standard profit function. And state owned is subjected to a parameter set by the government (𝜃): the
public institution maximize a linear combination of margins and revenues.

As we explained in the last section, the credit lines funding by BNDES is a separated com-
ponent of the bank’s asset. Given this, we can write the profit function considering only the loan
operation on this market.
5 <https://www.bndes.gov.br/SiteBNDES/bndes/bndes_en/Institucional/Press/Noticias/2018/20181114_bndes_

september.html>
6 TJLP existed until the end of 2017. In line with pro market reforms, the government designed a new rate for BNDES,

TLP, more aligned with the basic interest rate as a way to end subsidized credit operations. See <http://www.
fazenda.gov.br/noticias/2017/julho/sancionada-lei-que-cria-taxa-de-longo-prazo-tlp-em-substituicao-a-tjlp>
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Specifically, for private banks:

𝜋𝑝 = [𝑟𝑝 − 𝑟]𝑑𝑝 − 𝐹𝑝 (1)

𝑟𝑝 is the final rate, 𝑟 is the funding cost that banks must pay to BNDES and 𝐹𝑝 a fixed cost
component.

For public ones: given a 𝜃,

𝜋𝑛𝑝 = [𝑟𝑛𝑝 − 𝑟]𝑑𝑛𝑝 + 𝜃𝑟𝑛𝑝𝑑𝑛𝑝 − 𝐹𝑛𝑝 ∀𝑖, 𝑡 (2)

In the last stage, 𝑛 − 1 private banks and one public choose prices simultaneously, given a
demand 𝑑𝑖 a la Dixit (1979):

𝑑𝑖 = 𝛼𝑖 − 𝛽𝑖𝑟𝑖 + 𝛽
∑︁
𝑗 ̸=𝑖

𝑟𝑗 (3)

Note that we are considering the same cross elasticity between banks. Using the first order
condition for public bank, we can get his best reply function:

𝑟𝑛𝑝 = 𝛼𝑛𝑝

2𝛽𝑛𝑝
+ 𝛽

2𝛽𝑛𝑝

∑︁
𝑗

𝑟𝑗 + 1
2(1 + 𝜃)𝑟 (4)

And for the private bank:

𝑟𝑝 = 𝛼𝑝

2𝛽𝑝
+ 𝛽

2𝛽𝑝

∑︁
𝑗

𝑟𝑗 + 1
2𝑟 (5)

Note that 𝜃 is not a argument for the best reply function for private banks.

We can get a view for the influence of 𝜃 on market equilibrium on Figure 1. In 𝐸0 we have
the classical outcome for equilibrium on a differentiated market with all firms with the same profit
function. However, government could use public banks to reduce the equilibrium rate setting a 𝜃 > 0.
In practice, this means a incentive to the public bank expand his loans operations more that it would
do with a typical profit function. As we can see, 𝐸1 means a lower final interest rate for consumers.

Finally, we can rewrite the best reply function in more conventional way, where 𝐼𝑛𝑝 is equal
one when 𝑖 is a public bank and zero otherwise :

𝑟𝑖 − 1
2𝑟 = 𝛼𝑖

2𝛽𝑖
+ 𝛽

2𝛽𝑖

∑︁
𝑗 ̸=𝑖

𝑟𝑗 − 𝐼𝑛𝑝
𝜃

2𝑟 ∀𝑖 (6)

Given a exogenous change on 𝜃 we are able to identify the best reply function of non private
banks on this market. This is our main objective.

As we pointed out before, BB was one of the main intermediaries of BNDES in a specific credit
line for machinery acquisition and plant expansion (BNDES Automático).

In this sense, we use a exogenous change set by the federal government on the conduct of non
private banks - mainly on BB - between 2008 and 2014 with a more broad permissive policy on loan
operations in line with a anti cyclical macroeconomic policy. In terms of our model, this result in a
change on the intercept of the best reply function of the non private bank (a greater 𝜃) . Using this
variation we can estimate the response of private banks. Specifically, the inclination of 𝑟𝑝(𝑟𝑛𝑝) given
by the dashed triangle on Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Nash Equilibrium
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4 Empirical Strategy
We motivate the empirical relationship using the last equation. Also, we consider a two step

procedure, where the optimal loan rates are adjusted over time under quadratic adjustment costs as
in the labor demand and investment literature (BOND; REENEN, 2007), yielding a dynamic model
of loan spreads. The same dynamic specification is seen in Almarzoqui e Naceu (2015), Maudos e Solis
(2009), Turgutlu (2010). This also consistent with margins persistence over time. Finally, as we are
considering small and medium firms, the relevant market for BNDES credit lines is local or state7.
We index the market by 𝑠. In summary, for private banks we have:

𝑟𝑖,𝑠,𝑡 − 1
2𝑟𝑡 = 𝛿𝑝(𝑟𝑖,𝑠,𝑡−1 − 1

2𝑟𝑡−1) + 𝜑𝑖,𝑠 + 𝛽𝑝,0
∑︁
𝑗 ̸=𝑖

𝑟𝑗,𝑠,𝑡 + 𝛽𝑝,1
∑︁
𝑗 ̸=𝑖

𝑟𝑗,𝑠,𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝑝𝑋𝑡,𝑠 + 𝜖𝑝
𝑖,𝑠,𝑡 (7)

Above, we have a specific bank-state effect given by 𝜑𝑖,𝑠, a matrix X for control variables by
state-time and a error term 𝜖𝑖,𝑠,𝑡. Note that

∑︀
𝑗 ̸=𝑖 𝑟𝑗,𝑠,𝑡 is actually endogenous since 𝑟𝑗,𝑠,𝑡 is a function

of 𝑟𝑖,𝑠,𝑡 as we can see on the model on last section. Part of
∑︀

𝑗 ̸=𝑖 𝑟𝑗,𝑠,𝑡 depends specifically of the best
reply function of non private banks. Our strategy is capture a exogenous change of

∑︀
𝑗 ̸=𝑖 𝑟𝑗,𝑠,𝑡 set by

the federal government when changed the conduct (𝜃) of public banks between 2008 and 2014. Our
exogenous assumption for this intervention turns possible to use this period of treatment as a valid
instrument. We argue it seems more a broad macroeconomic policy to prevent a bigger downturn after
2008 and a state oriented policy to public banks to subsidised credit after 2010 until 2014. We set 𝑃𝑇
as dummy variable for this period and we are considering 𝐸[𝜖𝑖,𝑠,𝑡|𝑃𝑇 ] = 0.

Although we could potentially use fixed or random effect iv estimator for panel data, the
presence of a lagged dependent variable makes standard estimators inconsistent because there is by
construction a correlation between unobserved effects and the lagged dependent variable. In this
case, we have 𝐸[𝜖𝑖,𝑠,𝑡|𝑋𝑖,𝑠,𝑡] ̸= 0. Therefore, we use a GMM estimator for a dynamic panel data
7 For a discussion if the relevant market for financial services is national, state or local, see CADE (2019). Our results

are not sensible to this definition. We choose state mainly to highlight some market structure differences between
regions with strong local development banks and others with basically no significant development banks
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(ARELLANO; BOND, 1991; ARELLANO; BOVER, 1995) to circumvent the problem posed by the
lagged margin.

As illustrated on Figure 1, 𝜃 entry directly on the best reply function of non private banks
and the market rate equilibrium is a decreasing function of this parameter in a differentiated Bertrand
competition. In this sense, we expect, between 2008 and 2014, 𝜃 is greater than before and after this
period. Our main identify assumption is that between 2008 and 2014 the policy oriented change this
parameter causing a exogenous variation on the best reply function of non private banks.

On the model above, given the exogenous change on public banks conduct between 2008
and 2014, 𝛽0 captures the short-run effect of this policy on margins of the private banks. Consider
𝛽0+𝛽1

1−𝛿 > 0, for example, it means that a negative shock on final interest rates set by public banks
reduces private margins equilibrium - on long rug - as we saw in Figure 1.

5 Data
BNDES operates with primary responsibility for funding capital goods investments through

financial intermediaries and directly channeling larger financial injections to infrastructure companies
and projects. In terms of the composition of its portfolio, the separation between direct and indirect
operations is approximately 50% for each modality8, as mentioned before.

Information on indirect BNDES operations is provided through its Download Center, which
contains data on the value, interest rates, spreads and final cost to borrowers under each contract
executed between intermediaries and customers. Based on these data, we calculated bank level spreads
using; as well as the market share of each institution in each period. Indirect operations encompass the
main funding lines (BNDES Finame and BNDES Automático). It represented 84% of all operations
pegged to the TJLP in the period.

We focus attention where the change of public bank conduct, specially BB, was more evident:
BNDES Automático. It is “Funding through authorized financial institution intermediaries for invest-
ment in acquisition, expansion and recuperation of fixed assets, RD projects in Industry, Commerce,
Services, Agricultural, Forest Production and Fishing"9.

Only loans which the funding cost was pegged to the TJLP were considered. The TJLP is
represented in the model by 𝑟𝑡, rate set exogenously to all banks. We use monthly data from 2002 to
2017, aggregated to quarterly data, given the frequency of base interest changes.

We also consider as a control for economic cycle industrial production index (PIM) which was
mainly affected on the downturn of 2008 and on stagnation beginning on the end of 2014. Information
is available on IBGE Time Series DataBase.

6 Results
Table 1 provides some descriptive statistics for the variables considered. Over the period (2002-

2017), note that the sum of the average spreads (Margin) and the TJLP, the approximate average final
price assessed to the borrower, is 12.9%. This high final interest rate, even with subsidised funding
cost, brings attention to competition between banks on brazilian credit market. Note that the market
concentration has a peak on 70%. In 2012, BB was responsible for more than 2/3 of all operation in
this credit line.

On Figure 3, we can see the on average there is some difference on maturity profile of the loans
between public and private banks. This is a result is also presented on Grimaldi e Madeira (2016)
considering other credit lines of BNDES. Given this, we also controlled for maturity (prazo) in our
mode
8 https://www.bndes.gov.br/wps/portal/site/home/transparencia/estatisticas-desempenho
9 https://www.bndes.gov.br/wps/portal/site/home/financiamento/bndes-automatico
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We can get a view about the differences in market structure before and after the period of
intervention by federal government through expansion of public banks on Tables 2- 7. PT is defined as
dummy variable for the period of 2008-2015. Out of PT the average margin was 6.36. On this period it
reduced to 5.12. Also, public banks had a greater average margin than private ones. When the policy
was implemented, margin of public banks fell from 6.36 to 5.12. In the same period, private bank’s
margin dropped from 6.0 to 5.0. The funding cost (TJLP) came from 8.6 to 5.7.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics - BNDES Automático, 2002-2017

Margin TJLP Market Share HHi Maturity Average Maturity PIM
Mean 5.65 7.25 0.08 0.23 46 51 5.11

Standard Deviation 2.14 1.94 0.11 0.08 23.83 27.78 0.55
Min 1.46 5 0 0.13 0 0 4.32
Max 19 12 0.70 0.52 146 194 5.79

N 1624 1624 1624 1624 1624 1624 1624
First column is Bank’s margin in loan operation on BNDES Automatico.
TJLP is the funding cost from BNDES. HHi is the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index.
PIM is a monthly index of Industrial production (IBGE)

Table 2: Margins - State Banks In and Out of Period (PT)

PT Mean Standard Deviation N
0 6.36 2.18 283
1 5.12 1.23 236

PT=1 between 2008 and 2014. The period with
broad expansion of state owned banks.

Table 3: Margins - Private Banks In and Out of Period (PT)

PT Mean Standard Deviation N
0 6.0 2.46 586
1 5.0 1.83 519

PT=1 between 2008 and 2014. The period with
broad expansion of state owned banks.

Table 4: TJLP - In and Out of Period (PT)

PT Mean Standard Deviation N
0 8.6 1.78 869
1 5.7 0.48 755

PT=1 between 2008 and 2014. The period with
broad expansion of state owned banks.

Specifically for BB, the average market share triple between 2008 and 2014, as we can see on
Table 5. Therefore, it’s not a surprise that HHi increased on the market. On Figure 4- 7, BB market
share grew in a significant way between 2008 and 2014, peaking on 2012. On both regions considered,
BB became the leader. Note, however, that on South he already share this position before 2008 with
BRDE, another state owned institution. Our main variation came from São Paulo where before and
after the period 2008-2014 BB share this position with private banks, as Itau, Bradesco and Santander.

As we stated before, the main question of this article is that if the change on public banks
conduct cause the change on private banks final rate observed on the period, condition on funding
cost. We estimate the response from private banks to a exogenous variation on 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎 in the best reply
function of non private banks. In this sense, our baseline approach was to use the period of intervention
(PT, dummy variable for 2008-2014) as a instrument to the non private component of 𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑗 in our
model of the last section.
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Table 5: Market Share - Banco do Brasil In and Out of Period (PT)

PT Mean Standard Deviation N
0 0.13 0.06 71
1 0.30 0.15 56

PT=1 between 2008 and 2014. The period with
broad expansion of state owned banks.

Table 6: Margin - Banco do Brasil In and Out of Period (PT)

PT Mean Standard Deviation N
0 6.98 3.03 71
1 4.99 1.58 56

PT=1 between 2008 and 2014. The period with
broad expansion of state owned banks.

Table 7: HHi - In and Out of Period (PT)

PT Mean Standard Deviation N
0 0.23 0.08 869
1 0.25 0.06 755

PT=1 between 2008 and 2014. The period with
broad expansion of state owned banks.

Our results are robust across models. On Table8, we use the GMM Two-Step estimator as our
benchmark given the problems posed by the lagged dependent variable and the endogeneity of 𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑗 .
The two step estimator is less restricted for the error variance structure than the one step estimator
on the third column. We present OLS and fixed effect iv for start points to compare our baseline
approach although they both suffer from bias on standard errors of the estimate parameters.

As a check for the quality of our instruments (IV), we consider the first stage regression for
the FE-IV to test that endogenous regressors are unidentified [Sanderson-Windmeijer]. As we can see,
we reject the null given a F statistics of 7.91 for the sample period [Table8] and 25.64 for the restricted
one[Table9].

Our results point for significant but low impact of public banks on final margins of private
banks (our dependent variable as stated on the last section). As we can see on Table 8, for a 1 p.p
drop on final interest rate by the public banks, the two step estimator gives a drop of 0.01 p.p on
margins of private banks on the short run; on the long run, we have a coefficient of 0.03. The exception
is given by the 𝐹𝐸𝐼𝑉 estimator. Considering this model, we have a drop of 0.11 p.p on the sort run
and a increase of 0.16 on the long run. The maturity ("Prazo") variable is important to explain the
dynamics of margins of private banks. Note that as longer tend to be the loan operation smaller tend
to be the margin in any specification considered. The industrial production (PIM) coefficient in all
models for the short and long run indicates a counter cycle margin which is line with previous find on
other BNDES credit lines (CASTOR; RIBEIRO, 2018). Finally, note that dummy variable for the
abrupt change on BB margins after 2016q4 was not significant in any model as it was seen by the
market as adjustment portfolio managment set by the new government.

In summary, although we can not discard the influence of public banks conduct on rivals
response we found a low inclination of the best reply function of the private institutions. Besides, it’s
important to note that the drop on margins saw between 2008-2014 was mainly associated with the
reduction of the funding cost (TJLP). The positive association between margins and cost funding is a
result of a oligopolistic market and it was found in other credit lines [(TURGUTLU, 2010; CASTOR;
RIBEIRO, 2018)].

As a robustness check, we consider the sample only between 2008-2017. In this case, we have a
more distinction between periods. For 2008 and 2014, as we stated before, it’s clear a pro state owned
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Figure 2: TJLP and Copom (base rate), 2002-2017

Source: Time series for TJLP and the base rate (copom) are available on IPEA Data website.

bank actuation on the credit market. The period from 2002 until 2007 is not clear as the other ones
in terms of conduct by the public banks. In fact, in terms of the evolution of market share, they are
stable in the two market considered, as we can see on Figure 4-7. In any case, the results on Table9
are the same as before.
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Figure 3: Loan Operation Maturity, BNDES Automático, 2002-2017

Note:
Prazo is the maturity of the loan operation on the data considered (See Section Data).

Figure 4: Market Share on South Region, 2002-2017

Note: Banks with a mean market share over the period greater than 4%.For a more suitable visualization, we consider
annual market share.
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Figure 5: Market Share on São Paulo, 2002-2017

Note: Banks with a mean market share over the period greater than 4%. For a more suitable visualization, we consider
annual market share.
.
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Figure 6: Bank Margin on South, 2002-2017

Note: "ES" after the bank’s name stands for the local market considered. On the South market, on 2016q2, the average
margin of BB was 5.6%. After this quarter, the average was 12.9%. This is line with adjustment ("cleaning") on the
portfolio made by the new government. We control for this variation using a dummy variable for this period.
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Figure 7: Bank Margin on SP, 2002-2017

Note: "SP" after the bank’s name stands for the local market considered. On the São Paulo market, on 2015q4, BB
did not make any loan on this credit line. This is line with adjustment ("cleaning") on the portfolio made by the new
government. We can see also a great positive variation after 2016q2 as occurred on South. We control for this variation
using a dummy variable for this period.
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Table 8: BNDES Automatico: Models, 2002-2017

Variable OLS FE-IV SYS 1 GMM SYS 2 GMM

Margin𝑡−1 0.62*** 0.81*** 0.60*** 0.62***

Sumj𝑡 0.01*** 0.11** 0.01*** 0.01**

Sumj𝑡−1 -0.00 -0.14** -0.00 -0.00

Prazo𝑡 -0.03*** -0.02*** -0.03** -0.022*

PIM𝑡 -4.42** -13.17** -4.58** -4.49*

PIM𝑡−1 4.26** 13.24** 4.16** 4.14*

Dum2016 -0.31 0.21 0.10 -0.17

Constant 5.24** 3.50*** 5.77** 5.41***

N 809 686 686 686
R2 0.725
Hansen 30.93 30.93
AR(1) pvalue 0.001 0.001
AR(2) pvalue 0.139 0.147
F 195.658 156.179 136.86 48.01
Sanderson-Windmeijer 7.91

Note: *p<.1; **p<.05;***p<.01
The 2 step estimator (SYS 2 GMM) do not impose any restriction on the error variance
matrix.
SYS 1 GMM imposes homecedasticity.
PIM is a industrial production index.
AR(k) test for autocorrelation of residuals.
Hansen null hypothesis is validity of over identification of the restrictions. In all GMM
models, this was not rejected.
𝐷𝑢𝑚2016 is a dummy variable for control the variation of margins after 2016q2 as we seen
on the last section as a result of shrink on BB activities on credit market.
In Fixed Effect and GMM models, 𝑃 𝑇 was used as instrument.
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Table 9: BNDES Automatico: Models, 2007-2017

Variable OLS FE-IV SYS 1 GMM SYS 2 GMM

Margin𝑡−1 0.67*** 0.76*** 0.55*** 0.52***

Sumj𝑡 0.01** 0.06* 0.01* 0.01*

Sumj𝑡−1 -0.01 -0.07** -0.01 -0.01

Prazo𝑡 -0.02*** -0.01** -0.02* -0.02

PIM𝑡 -2.25 -8.09* -3.84** -4.65*

PIM𝑡−1 2.19 8.37 3.66** 4.71*

Dum2016 -0.24 0.80 0.85*** 0.91**

Constant 4.41*** 2.11*** 4.91*** 3.98
N 535 461 461 461
R2 0.673
Hansen 23.46 23.46
AR(1) pvalue 0.001 0.002
AR(2) pvalue 0.029 0.042
F 195.658 156.179 166.20 48.01
Sanderson-Windmeijert 25.64

Note: *p<.1; **p<.05;***p<.01
The 2 step estimator (SYS 2 GMM) do not impose any restriction on the error variance
matrix.
SYS 1 GMM imposes homecedasticity.
PIM is a industrial production index.
AR(k) test for autocorrelation of residuals.
Hansen null hypothesis is validity of over identification of the restrictions. In all GMM
models, this was not rejected.
𝐷𝑢𝑚2016 is a dummy variable for control the variation of margins after 2016q2 as we seen
on the last section as a result of shrink on BB activities on credit market.
In Fixed Effect and GMM models, 𝑃 𝑇 was used as instrument.
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7 Conclusion
The role played by public financial institutions is a broad topic on emerging economies, given

a poorly capital market. In this scenario, few banks could exercise market power restricting capital
needed for higher investment rate and growth. In a more pro intervention view, state owned banks
ones could potentially affect market equilibrium restricting inefficiencies generated by market failures.
The point is how credible is the assumption of a significant reaction of private banks to changes on
conduct of policy motivated public ones.

This article estimates the response of private banks to changes on conduct of state owned
banks in a differentiated oligopolistic market structure using a exogenous change set by the more
pro state government between 2008 and 2015 and the more conservative conduct posed after 2015.
Given a broad policy that exogenous change the actuation of state owned firms, in this sense, we
circumvent a major problem posed by endogeneity issues when estimates best reply functions. Using a
representative credit market (BNDES Automatico), funding by BNDES, with detailed loan data, we
applied a dynamic panel to test the predictions of our model of strategic interaction between public
and private banks.

On average, given a funding cost, margins of private banks drop 0.01 p.p in response to a
reduction of 1 p.p on the final interest of public banks. On the long run, spreads reduces in 0.03 p.p.
Although low, this estimates poses the possibility that state owned institutions have a relevant role on
banking competition, specially on a concentrated market structure. Our results are robust to change
on sample period and controls used.

As we saw, results also points for public institutions with a higher margin than private ones,
although the loans of the first have a longer maturity than the last. The open questions is how efficient
are public banks and what are the fiscal costs of a government policy which induces this institutions
acting in a more aggressive way. In this sense, it’s possible to exist a trade-off between this kind of
policy with positive results on market competition and a responsible fiscal policy.

In general, this work try to shed some light on the debate related to the role played by the
public banks in a turbulent period for the Brazilian economy. At same time, discussion about this
question was absent on reforms (Agenda BC+, for example) proposed to get a more competitive credit
markets. In this case, policy makers try to focus on topics related to a more open financial market to
fintechs, default registers, reduction of funding cost through less capital taxation and others supply
side proposals. By other side, discard the relevance of public banks on competition seems exacerbated
given the evidences that is available today.
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